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The Caisse des Depôts et Consignations (CDC) acknowledges the work done by the High Level Expert 

Group in favor of a better prudential organisation of banking activities in the European Union. The 

report proposes, in a relevant way, a differentiated regulation according to the types of assets. 

Nevertheless, identifying long term assets which are keys for the future European Growth would 

have been beneficial. Furthermore, considering the major role played by public banks in the recovery 

of the crises, the report’s developments on public banks remain partial.  

 

1. An adapted regulation to different types of assets according to their potential systemic 

negative impact is proposed in the report 

 

The report well describes how the preservation of universal bank protects the competitiveness of the 

European banking system. Indeed, instead of a Glass Steagall Act, the high level group proposes an 

accountable and prudential separation of these activities in order to protect deposit from cautioning 

risky activities.  Therefore, the identified belonging assets will be submitted to a different regulatory 

framework. This shall allow a better transparency of these activities.  

By doing so, the authors acknowledge the needs of an adapted regulation to different types of 

assets, according to their potential effect on the Economic system. As a matter of fact, non-regulated 

high-frequency trading, for instance, has shown devastating effects on financial stability and shall be 

treated according to the systemic risk it drives. Such an orientation would help refining the 

calibration of the liquidity requirements by avoiding a mixed equilibrium between risky and non-risky 

asset to end up in adverse selection of practices of investment (See Akerloff the Market of Lemon). 



 

 

2. Since long term investments have shown systemic positive impact, they could also belong 

to a dedicated class of assets 

 

The report unfortunately does not consider the question of long term investment, while it is a key 

question for growth in the strategic framework of Horizon 2020 as attested by the recent initiatives 

of many international organizations (cf. the recent conclusions of the G20 Summit of Finance 

Ministers and Central Banks; the upcoming Green paper of the Commission on the financing of long-

term investment in Europe; the work undertaken by the OECD, etc.) This absence of mention is 

problematic since long term investments are more impacted by Basel III than short term ones 

because of their lack of liquidity. The regulation if not adapted could therefore be counterproductive 

for long term investment. Long term investors have therefore emitted certain recommendation on 

CRDIV among which: 

- Bring back the weighting of asset risk from 75% to 50% in order to stabilize the cost of credit 

for SME’s. The European Banking Authority must emit an advice to the Commission on the 

opportunity to realize such reduction. 

- Promotional loans emitted by national public financial entities such as Kreditanstalt für 

Wiederaufbau (KFW) or CDC distributed through retail banks should not enter in the computation of 

the liquidity ratio. Indeed in such case, the retail bank is just endorsing the role of intermediary 

between the secured loan of the institution and the final customer. 

- Leverage ratio computation remain in Pillar II (Control procedures of management of funding 

ratio operated by National Central Banks) in order to better consider the different business model in 

the concerned institutions and the different level or risks associated.  

Too high ratio could worsen de liquidity crises in this domain, and the deficit of financing of priorities 

fixed in Horizon 2020. Moreover, there is an important risk of self-realizing prophecy on this market: 

the fear of the crises could impose a regulation that would precisely start it if the investors suddenly 

renounced to long term investment spreading a generalized mistrust. Hopefully the Green Paper on 

Long Term Investment of Commissioner Barnier will deal with this issue. 

This topic deserves a deep analysis especially for what concerns investment in equity. An adapted 

regulatory prudential and accountable framework should consider the duration of detention does 

impact the dynamic value of the assets. The difficulty of anticipating a priori on this duration has 

been often invoked. It is nevertheless easy to remediate through a necessary signature of 

commitment on the duration of length potentially associated to sanction in case of premature and 

not fairly justified exit.  

We think that such measures could usefully be discussed in the following up of the report and get 

concluded by positive measures.  

 



3. Public Financial Institution shall be recognized for their important countercyclical role in 

the economy in the last crises and their contribution to Long Term economic recovery 

The High Level Experts are fairly critical about certain public entities having failed in the crises, but 

the title of the sub-section “selected public bank” could mislead the reader. One could consider this 

selection as representative of public banks. This is harming the image of public banks generally, also 

because the 6 cases of institutions under public influence quoted have failed. Indeed, more classic 

public banks have a completely different business model. The cases in the report concern entities 

(Landesbanken, Cajas) that have mixed their public mission with competitive activities as authorized 

by the deregulation.  The reference all along the report to implicit and explicit guarantees, if neutral 

of tone per se, is made without considering the general interest aims these institutions were 

supposed to purchase.  The question is therefore less the guarantee itself than their involvement in 

non-general interest activities.   

The experts are generally in the report downsizing the important countercyclical role played in 

Europe by many public financial institutions as European Investment Bank (EIB), Kreditanstalt für 

Wiederaufbau
i
  (KFW), Cassa di Depositi e Prestiti

ii
 (CDP), or Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations 

(CDC). This function should be taken into account to a greater extent in the future.  One should note 

that KFW, CDC, and CDP are not explicitly banks but institutions in charge of mission of general 

interest.  

In the French situation, the CDC group has since 2008 committed in the resolution of the crises for 43 

billion euros (€43bn) decomposed as follows: €23bn of liquidities for banks, among which €18bn for 

SME’s, €13bn for public investment and local collectivities, €5bn for re-launching the interbanking 

market. In the following years, the rarefaction of financing sources in favor of long term have  

imposed further intervention of CDC in order to remediate to increasing market failures. 

Countercyclical interventions of the Group therefore include SME’s and Infrastructure. In 2009, 

€10bn have been dedicated to SME’s, and €7,5bn in 2010. 1000 SME’s were helped by the Group in 

2010.  In 2011, the group has invested €22bn in loans for infrastructures and social buildings. CDC is 

also massively financing innovation and universities, but also the development of the NITC and 

energy efficiency… 

Moreover, the virtues of public intervention have also been rediscovered with an important amount 

of banks benefiting from state participation through equities as described in the report. But the 

launching of many new Public Banks across Europe – among which the utmost symbolic creation of a 

Green Investment Bank in the UK – could have been quoted and analysed too in more details.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
i
  The experts have acknowledged the role played by KfW in only one sentence p5 of the report.

 

ii
  CDP is 70% owned by the Italian State and 30% owned by Private entities. 


